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JOHN STEVENSON

Religious and Moral Education is now firmly established in the

curriculum in Scottish non-denominational schools but forty years

ago the position of religious education was much less secure.

Fairweather and MacDonald maintained that ‘from 1950 to 1970

there was an increasing danger that religious education might

disappear from the school curriculum altogether’ having already

disappeared from the timetable in many secondary schools.

1

Indeed

in spite of the fact that the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1929

had made it unlawful for schools to discontinue religious instruction

(as it was known then)" unless a resolution of an education authority

for its discontinuance had been approved by a majority of voters in a

local government poll, the subject had occupied a vulnerable

position on the curriculum ever since the Education (Scotland) Act

of 1872.

The Education (Scotland) Act 1872 provided that parochial and

burgh schools (now to be known as ‘public schools’) would be

1

Ian C. M. Fairweather and J. Norman MacDonald. Religious Education

(Edinburgh, 1992), p. 1.

2 Up until the second half of the twentieth century the terms ‘religious

instruction’ and ‘religious education’ are often used interchangeably. The

1872 Education (Scotland) Act and subsequent government legislation on

the subject use ‘religious instruction’. As the subject became more

embedded in the school timetable and there was a greater emphasis on

teacher training, teaching religion became a matter of ‘education.
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managed by local school boards directly elected by the ratepayers.

Churches and administrators of subscription schools were given the

opportunity to transfer the management of their schools to the new

boards and gradually most of them did so, apart from the Roman

Catholic Church and the Episcopal Church. By 1900 only twenty-

seven Church of Scotland schools and six Free Church schools were

still being managed by these denominations and in receipt of

government grants.'
1

According to a Preamble to the Act it was

expedient that school managers should be at liberty to continue the

existing custom whereby religious instruction was given in schools

(usually referred to as according to ‘use and wont’) and parents who
objected were given the right to withdraw their children from these

lessons. The Act itself laid down that no parliamentary grant would

be made towards the provision of religious instruction and the

subject would not be examined or inspected by government

inspectors.
4
That religious instruction did not acquire a more secure

place in the curriculum was the result of denominational dissension

in the years prior to the Act. The Catholic and the Episcopalian

churches opposed the changes and wanted to retain the management
of their own schools and the provision of religious instruction. The
Presbyterian churches were divided as to the place of religion in

schools. The United Presbyterian Church and some in the Free
Church believed that religious instruction was solely the

responsibility of parents and the church. The Church of Scotland and
other members of the Free Church wanted to hold out for the
statutory provision of religious instruction rather than leave it to the
decision of school boards which had been Lord Advocate George
Young’s proposal. The influential Free Church minister Thomas
Guthrie took the view that whatever the educational system there

Memorandum with regard to the provision made for Religious Instruction
in the Schools in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1943, 1962), p. 5.

F.ducation (Scotland) Act 1872, 35 & 36 Viet., Preamble and Sections 67
and 68.
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was no cause for anxiety, ‘can any man in his senses believe that the

Bible-reading, Bible-loving people of Scotland will thrust the Word
of God out of their schools?’

5
It was thanks to the exertions of the

Scottish judge Edward Gordon, Conservative MP for the

Universities of Glasgow and Aberdeen, that the Lord Advocate and

Parliament were persuaded to accept as a compromise the wording

of the preamble which would safeguard the place of religious

instruction in Scottish schools. This permissive legislation meant

that there would no statutory place for religious instruction in the

school curriculum. It also meant that no teachers would be

specifically trained to teach it. As a result the aims of religious

instruction and the methods used to teach it remained the same well

into the twentieth century. By enshrining the principle of ‘use and

wont’ the established curriculum and pedagogy was perpetuated. It

was unashamedly evangelical and confessional in its approach.

Factual knowledge of the Bible was conveyed by what has been

called the ‘chalk and talk’ method of teaching. In his report in May

1875 A. J. Macquarrie, the Church of Scotland’s inspector of

religious education, commented on ‘the mere reading of the Bible in

the school, chapter after chapter: ... reading is not teaching and one

cannot be made an efficient substitute for the other.'
6
The results of a

questionnaire sent out to Education Authorities in 1926 by the

Church of Scotland Committee on Church and Nation, showed that

out of the thirty-three authorities who replied in twenty-two the

Shorter Catechism was still being taught or at least was optional in

the delivery of religious instruction.
7

Recalling his time on the

Glasgow School Board the pioneer socialist William Haddow wrote,

‘that children gained anything from parroting the points of

5
T. Guthrie, The Scotch Education Bill: Letter from Dr. Guthrie to my

Fellow Countrymen (Edinburgh, 1872), pp. 1, 2, 4.

6
Church of Scotland, Reports on the Schemes of the Church of Scotland,

1875, p. 26.
7
Church of Scotland, Church and Nation Report, 1926, Appendix VI, p.

617.
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distinction between Justification, Sanctification, Predestination and

Adoption was more than doubtful’.
8
The distinguished nineteenth

century educationist Simon Laurie had argued that the aim of the

teacher of religious instruction was ‘to convey to the growing mind

skilfully and effectively what you know and believe and feel ... to

bring into living activity in the consciousness of each child what

may be called the sense of God’, but to encourage children to reflect

in this way proved to be too radical an approach for teachers brought

up with the question and answer use of the catechism.
9
In his book

The Transforming of the Kirk
, A. C. Cheyne has described the

revolution in the way the Bible had to be understood and interpreted

which he claimed had been happening in Scotland long before the

outbreak of the First World War, but it was not until after the Second

World War that those teaching religious instruction began to take

seriously developments in theology and biblical studies and in

teaching methods.
10
The fact that religious education had survived at

all in schools up until the 1960s was due largely to the support of a

joint committee of the Educational Institute of Scotland (EIS), the

Church of Scotland and the United Free Church of Scotland which
first met in 1918 to publish a ‘Syllabus of Religious Instruction’ for

use in Scottish schools. This led to the formation in 1927 of a

broader-based group known as the Scottish Joint Committee on
Religious Education, commonly referred to as the SJCRE. Through
its publications and consultations with the teaching profession and
with government bodies this unique partnership of church and
school attempted to improve religious education and to secure its

William Martin Haddow, My Seventy Years (Glasgow, 1943), p. 66
William Martin Haddow (1865-1945) was a founder member’ of the
Independent Labour Party. He was involved in a number of educational
schemes alfecting the welfare of children in Scotland.
Simon Laurie, ‘Address to the Edinburgh Sabbath School Teachers’

Association, 1886’, in The training of teachers and methods of instruction:
selectedpapers (Cambridge, 1901 ), pp. 219-229.

A. C. Cheyne, The Transforming ofthe Kirk (Edinburgh, 1983), pp. 37ff.
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position in the curriculum in spite of the reluctance of teachers to

teach it and the failure of the government to strengthen the subject

by means of appropriate legislation. To this day the SJCRE, (now
the SJCRME - Scottish Joint Committee on Religious and Moral

Education) is recognised for the part it plays in promoting and

advancing religious education but its earlier work in seeking to

support the subject when it had no official status in the school

curriculum has not always been recognised. This article seeks to

draw attention to the important contribution which the Scottish Joint

Committee on Religious Education made to religious education

during the period 1 9 1 8 to 1 972.

The School Board Era

According to Belford, of the 5,662 members elected to the first

boards formed after the passing of the 1872 Act, 1,450 were

clergymen, among them 744 ministers of the Church of Scotland."

On the first day the Glasgow School Board met, seven of the fifteen

members were clergymen. The first election to the Glasgow School

Board in 1872 reflected denominational views on religious

instruction similar to those which had existed before the Act. There

was a group representing the clergy and laymen of the Church of

Scotland and the Free Church who wanted to retain the status quo

according to ‘use and wont’, including the continued use of the

catechism. Opposing them was a group describing themselves as the

Scottish National Education League who believed that in publicly

financed schooling there should be no sectarian indoctrination. This

group, which included in their number Congregationalists, Baptists,

Evangelicals and Trades Delegates, was determined to abolish

religious instruction altogether but would have allowed the Bible to

be read as literature or history. Three of their candidates were

ministers of religion. A third constituency represented a Roman

11

A. J. Belford, A Centenary Handbook of the Educational Institute of

Scotland (Edinburgh, 1946), p. 150.
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Catholic pressure group. There was also an independent Unitarian

minister, the Revd John Page Hopps, who favoured a completely

secular system with no Bible reading and no religious instruction. At

the election Henry Alfred Long, a fervent member of the Orange

Order, came out on top with most votes demonstrating the strong

anti-catholic element in Glasgow, but the Roman Catholics gained

second, third and fourth places having made full use the system of

cumulative voting.
12

There was almost a complete rout of the

Scottish National Education League with only one representative

elected. Generally speaking these first boards comprising a number
of clergymen were well suited to supporting the use and wont
approach to religious instruction. In a report for the year 1878 one of

Her Majesty’s Inspectors concluded, ‘the boards with surprising

uniformity of action, or rather inaction, settled it [religious

instruction] everywhere and in every case on its traditional basis.

They simply stereotyped and enforced the hereditary status quo’.
14

Andrew Bain has shown that the considerable representation of
denominational clergy on school boards was not confined to the

cities but could also be found in areas such as Stirlingshire and while
school boards came to reflect a greater range of social membership,
clerical influence remained significant and was remarkable in ‘the

apparent absence of internecine conflict arising from the pursuit of
narrow denominational interests’.

15

When standing for election to a school board it was common for
the candidates to declare their interests in a manifesto. In the 1880s
and 1890s two issues frequently cropped up, the need for free school
books and the need to ensure the continued use of the Bible in the

1

2

Each voter could give all his votes to one preferred candidate, a way of
voting called ‘plumping’.

James M. Roxburgh, The School Board ofGlasgow 1873-1919 ( London
1971), p. 13-28.

Memorandum with regard to the provision made for Religious
Instruction

, p. 6.
15a

1

Andrew Bain, Ancient and Modern (Linlithgow, 2006) pp. 76-79.
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curriculum.
16
(The teaching of the catechism is not mentioned. It had

already been dropped in a number of schools as religious thinking

became more liberal.) In some places there continued to be an

element of opposition to religious instruction. In March 1903 at the

Glasgow School Board election the Glasgow United Trades’ Council

and the Independent Labour Party united to put forward three

candidates with a manifesto advocating that only secular education

should be taught in the board’s schools it being ‘unjust to use that

for which the whole of the citizens pay, for the benefit of any sect’.

Two of the Workers’ candidates were elected, one of them being

William Haddow who wanted the Shorter Catechism withdrawn

from religious instruction. This board comprised a full

representation of professional and business people. A Roman

Catholic clergyman, Canon John Dyer, topped the poll and was
17

appointed chairman.

The continuing place of religious instruction in schools was no

doubt influenced by a number of other factors. In a circular to Her

Majesty’s Inspectors in 1878 the Scotch Education Department

made it clear that the provision of the conscience clause and the fact

that the subject was not open to government inspection should not

lead managers and teachers to believe that ‘the State is indifferent to

the moral character of schools, or in any way unfriendly to religious

teaching’.
18

The EIS continued to print in its annual reports its

historic statement:

the Institute believes the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to

be the inspired Word of God and considers religious training of

supreme importance in the Education of the young ... it [the Institute]

16
Bain, Three Into One (Linlithgow, 2003), pp. 76-79.

17
National Library of Scotland, Collection of press cuttings on the Labour

Party campaign for the election to the Glasgow School Board. 1903.

18
Scotch Education Department, Circulars 153, 16 January 1878, p. 2.
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is designed to comprehend Teachers of various Christian

denominations.
19

Further, up until 1907 teachers’ training colleges were still managed

by the churches who also appointed the directors of religion.

To try and ensure that religious instruction was being taught

efficiently many school boards continued to invite minsters of their

own choosing to inspect religious instruction in their schools. In

1873 the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland appointed A.

J. Macquarrie as inspector of religious instruction. He inspected 234

schools over the year 1874-5 and 259 schools over the year 1878-9,

his last year as inspector.
-1

Ninety-seven of these were public

schools, others included schools such as sessional schools and

subscription schools which had not been transferred under the 1872

Act. In May 1879 the Church of Scotland General Assembly decided

it could no longer afford Mr Macquarrie’s services and he was
dismissed.

--
In April 1880 a charity called the ‘Association of

Aiding School Boards in the Inspection of Religious Instruction

according to the Use and Wont in Scotland’, was set up. The terms

ot its constitution stated that school boards could request its help but

no inspection would be carried out unless invited to do so by a

school board. The association also proposed presenting prizes to

children for excellence in religious knowledge. Some boards took up
the association’s offer and inspections were carried out by specially

chosen clergymen in places such as Edinburgh, Aberdeen,

See, for example, EIS Annual Reports 1926-27 p. xxi. The Historic
Statement dates back to the formation of the Institute, 1 8 September, 1 847.
' Pnor t0 1872 ministers from presbyteries of the Church of Scotland had
undertaken the inspection of schools.

' Report on the Schemes of the Church ofScotland, 1875, p. 23; 1879, p.

22
Church of Scotland, Report of Committee on Education

, 1879, p. 8 and
Appendix I p. 24.
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Stonehaven, Oban and Cononbridge.
23

At the annual meeting of the

association in 1906 it was claimed they had examined 270 schools in

1904 and 319 in 1905 and that 180 school boards had invited their

help.
24 Some boards set up their own methods of inspection. The

Edinburgh School Board engaged Donald Mackinnon, Professor of

Celtic Languages and History at the University, to inspect its

schools. In 1901 he was able to report to the board’s management

committee that he had inspected the delivery of religious instruction

in 31 schools and that in line with the conscience clause out of

28,639 children 45 had been withdrawn from all religious instruction

and 486 from part of it, many of the latter being Jewish children who
did not attend New Testament lessons. Here prizes for religious

knowledge were provided by the Edinburgh Educational Trust. The

Edinburgh school board also drew up a syllabus in religious

instruction for its schools to follow and this provided the basis for

Professor Mackinnon’s inspection. Similarly the School Board of

Leith appointed a Committee on Religious and Temperance

Instruction which supervised the inspection of its schools and

provided a syllabus for its teachers to follow. In spite of these

attempts to support religious instruction the Church of Scotland was

concerned that with the development of secondary education there

would be less time allocated to religious instruction and in 1897 it

set up a new committee — the Committee on the Nature and Extent

of Religious Instruction in Public Schools - and reminded minsters

and elders of the importance of electing to school boards those in

favour of retaining religious instruction.

Early in 1900 negotiations were begun to transfer the teacher

training colleges managed by the churches to the new Provincial

Committees regulated by the Scottish Education Department. This

23
National Archives of Scotland [NAS], ‘Association ot Aiding School

Boards in the Inspection of Religious Instruction 1880-1899', IRS21 246.

24
The Scotsman, 3 1 January 1906.

NAS, Minutes ofEdinburgh School Board, GD342/77/1-4.
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was not finally achieved until 1907. During the negotiations the

Church of Scotland and the United Free Church acted together to

secure religious instruction for teachers in the transferred colleges

and were given assurance by the Committee of Council on

Education in Scotland that representatives of the churches would

have a place on the new Provincial Committees constituted in

connection with the Universities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and

Aberdeen. Religious instruction was to be provided as hitherto by

the regular staff of the colleges as part of the ordinary curriculum

and the churches were to appoint Directors of Religious Education.

It is worth noting that at this time a World Missionary

Conference held in Edinburgh issued a challenge to the churches in

Scotland to take account of other world religions and learn more

about them. It pointed out that the study of comparative religion

could be a way of recovering a fuller understanding of Christianity:

The conviction has grown that their [other religions] ‘confused cloud-

world’ will be found to be ‘shot through and through with broken

lights of a hidden sun.’ ... Christianity, the religion of the Light of the

World, can ignore no lights however ‘broken’ - it must take them all

into account, absorb them all into its central glow ... this quest of hers

among the non-Christian religions, this discovery of their ‘broken

lights’ may be to her the discovery of facets of her own truth....
26

It was a message which seems to have gone unheard by those
responsible for teaching religious instruction and preparing
syllabuses until around the 1950s when the SJCRE provided a

chapter on ‘Religions of the East’ for sixth year pupils.
27

26
Edinburgh 1910, an Account and Interpretation ofthe World Missionary

Conference (Edinburgh and London, 1910), pp. 137-138.
SJCRE, A Syllabus ofReligious Education

, 1954.
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First Meetings of the EIS and Churches

The First World War made many in the country think again about

moral issues and values and in September 1916 the EIS set up a

Moral Education sub-committee ‘to deal with the methods and

materials of moral and religious education but also with the

relationship of education to present-day social and economic

problems’.
28
The ongoing hostilities in Europe also had an effect on

the churches. Callum G. Brown has argued that

the church’s self-confidence, as with the national mood, darkened as

the trench warfare went on year after year. By 1917, hopes of a

religious revival entertained by many ministers had vanished; church

attendances and Sunday-school enrolments had fallen and social

problems and immoralities remained."

Anxious to provide teaching materials which would be appropriate

in this social and religious context in 1916 the Church of Scotland

and the United Free Church wrote to the EIS asking for its advice in

the production of a suitable syllabus. In the ensuing discussions the

EIS raised the matter of inspections. They were strongly of the

opinion that there should be no inspection of religious instruction in

schools. They took exception to the churches’ recommendation that

there should be annual testing and written reports issued by local

examiners or by examiners appointed by the Association for the

Inspection of Religious Instruction. The EIS’s position was that

religious instruction should contribute to moral behaviour and

character building and that these could not be examined or inspected.

‘In a very real sense teachers are the builders and guardians of the

national character ... the Church is quite incapable of rivalling the

28
EIS Annual Reports 1916, p. 108, 2 September 1916.

29
Callum G. Brown, Religion and Society in Scotland since 1907

(Edinburgh, 1997), p. 139.
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School in its power to sway character. Its opportunities are not so

great.’
30

Throughout 1917 the EIS held joint meetings with the Church of

Scotland and the United Free Church to consider the proposed

syllabus. To provide more input from teachers these meetings were

attended also by representatives of the Secondary Teachers’

Association and the Class Teachers’ Federation. In the course of the

discussions the EIS persuaded the churches to withdraw their

proposals that supervisors of religious instruction should be

appointed and in October 1918 a scheme for religious instruction

was approved by the EIS on the condition that the Catechism be

deleted from it.

With the Education (Scotland) Bill 1918 in mind the EIS issued

a manifesto reassuring the churches that teachers in Scotland were in

favour of religious instruction being given in schools and

undertaking to ensure that arrangements for its provision would
continue on the understanding that there would be no inspection or

examination of the work done other than that by the head of the

school. In a lecture delivered to students and teachers at Moray
House Training College, Simon Laurie expressed the view that

formal examinations and personal competition and prizes were
wholly out of place and destructive of true religious teaching.

32
The

time allocation for religious instruction was again a cause for

concern. A survey revealed that up to the qualifying stage, say
twelve years of age, there was a great need for improvement and in

the upper school a desirable minimum of one period a week was not
always met.

33
This was to be a perennial problem for religious

instruction. With the advent of the Education (Scotland) Bill in

1918, the Church of Scotland took the opportunity to urge the
government to introduce into the bill a clause making religious

3 ,

E,S Annual Reports 1917 President’s Address, 22 September 1917

32

EIS Annual Reports 1918, p. 192, 7 September 1918.

33

Simon Laurie, The training ofteachers
, pp. 232, 245.

EIS Annual Reports 1917 page 1 03, 3 1 March 1917.
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instruction mandatory in all public schools. This proposal did not

receive the support of all the churches and was opposed by the E1S.

As a result under the new act religious instruction remained

permissive and encouraged but not legally compulsory.

The success of meetings attended both by representatives of the

churches and of the EIS over 1916-1918 had paved the way for

further co-operation and on 20 September 1927 a Joint Committee

on the Syllabus for Religious Instruction in Day Schools was set up

comprising representatives of the EIS, the Churches’ Joint Youth

Committee, the Association of Education Authorities and, in order to

ensure that the teacher Training Colleges were kept informed, the

Directors of Religious Instruction in the colleges were co-opted.’
4

This marked the beginning of the SJCRE, although it did not

formally adopt this designation until 1949. It was agreed that the

existing syllabus would be re-drafted and would conform to the

school system of age grading including material suitable for

secondary schools but that it would not be designed with a view to

external examination, the emphasis would be on teaching moral

standards and on character formation. It was agreed that Bible

teaching should now reflect the views of recent biblical research and

up-to-date theological thinking. There was even some suggestion

that an account of the Creation might be offered from the point of

view of ‘Nature Lessons’ - presumably biology, geology and

evolution - and not just as it was presented in the Bible.'
6 By

making its various editions of the syllabus available to all schools

and in the absence of any other programme the SJCRE more or less

34
At the setting up of the four Provincial Training Colleges for teachers in

1905 by the Scotch Education Department the Church of Scotland was

granted the right to appoint a Director of Religious instruction in each

college.
35

Possibly as a result of the influence of the EIS the word ‘education’ was

used rather than ‘instruction’. From 1937 Church ot Scotland reports

generally refer to the subject as ‘religious education'.

36
EIS Annual Reports 1927, II June 1927, p. 161.
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determined the religious education curriculum from then on. The

new syllabus was published in 1929. A. J. Belford described it as an

attempt to apply sound educational principles to the teaching of

religious truth as found in the Bible with the aim of securing for the

children ‘a wealth of spiritual teaching by which life and character

may be enriched’. After its issue to schools in 1930-31 the

syllabus’s critical approach to the Bible apparently caused disquiet

in some of the more conservative districts. In 1933 the education

committee of the Ross and Cromarty County Council wrote to the

Church of Scotland Education Committee stating that it was of the

opinion ‘that modern critical methods of dealing with Bible teaching

should not find a place in schools’ and quoting instances where

teachers had given offence to pupils and parents by ‘talking lightly

of some of the fundamental truths of the Christian religion’. In its

reply the Education Committee defended its teacher training

methods on the grounds that many teachers themselves were
perplexed by theological problems and had to be encouraged to think

through their doubts in a way that would strengthen their faith.
38

Teachers in some schools in the Elighlands objected to the new
syllabus because it no longer included the Shorter Catechism.

Working together the EIS and the churches secured the place of
religious instruction according to use and wont in the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1929 but it remained permissive and
there was unanimous agreement that there should be no compulsion
on teachers to teach the subject. In 1931 the Scottish Council for
Research in Education touched on the importance of religious
instruction: ‘it is now expected that the school will send its pupils
into life with certain skills ... and an awakened religious sense’, but
there was still no attempt to lay down a statutory curriculum for the
subject.

39

3f(

Belford, Centenary Handbook, pp. 285-6.

39
^urch of Scotland, Minutes of the Committee on Education, 1933.
Scottish Council for Research in Education, Curriculum for pupils twelve

to fifteen years - advanced division (London, 1931), p. 7.
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In 1936 a survey conducted by the SJCRE concluded that the

syllabus published in 1929 was in use in all but three areas of the

country, but that the subject was still under pressure in the secondary

sector because of the amount of time that had to be devoted to the

rest of the curriculum and because of the lack of trained teachers.

The EIS was critical of the fact that in some places written

examinations in religious knowledge were still being held and prizes

given and insisted on the discontinuance of testing and any form of

inspection. Eventually the Church of Scotland came round and

accepted the EIS’s position. Believing that the continuing place of

religious teaching in schools depended on the co-operation of church

and school and that they both should agree on the aim of religious

education the General Assembly’s Education Committee concluded:

If the imparting of scriptural knowledge were the end and aim of

Religious Education, examinations would be as justifiable in this

subject as in any other ... if, however, as we believe, religious teaching

should have as its one aim the influencing of mind and character, using

the Bible as the supreme instrument, the method adopted will lay little

stress upon the accumulation of comparatively unimportant facts ... we

are of the opinion, therefore, that prescribed examinations in religious

knowledge should be discontinued....
40

Funds which had been set aside for prizes were to be used for

teaching resources such as maps, books and pictures. The following

year the SJCRE issued a memorandum stating that, ‘both parties

represented on this Joint Committee desire to place on record their

profound conviction that religious teaching is the basis ot that

training in character which is the ultimate aim ot the education given

in our schools’. The committee also drew up a letter which it sent to

all school chaplains on their appointment explaining the time

allocation for religious instruction and reminding them that they

40
Church of Scotland, Minutes of Education Committee, 1937, p. 18 and

Assembly Reports, pp. 954-955.
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could only be invited into the school in an advisory capacity by the

headmaster.

The considerable disruption of education during the early years

of the Second World War meant that the Joint Committee of the

Churches and the EIS abandoned their meetings until December

1941 and the following year the Church of Scotland and the EIS

agreed to enlarge the committee to include representatives of other

Protestant churches in Scotland - Scottish Episcopal, Free Church,

United Free Church, Original Secession, Congregationalism

Methodist and Baptist. Delivering the third Baird Lecture at the

University of Glasgow in February 1942, the Revd Dr W. M.

Wightman, Church of Scotland Director of Religious Education,

deplored the fact that, at a time when family life was disorganised

and fragmented and where in many homes the Christian faith and

Christian ethic were being repudiated, the state continued to disclaim

any responsibility for religious instruction. He claimed that in a

changing world, aware of what he called the ‘amazing results of

Nazi, Fascist, and Communist policies of training youth’ there had to

be a new approach to religious education:

There must be less lecturing and more free discussion ... the

importance of curiosity as an agency in education cannot be overrated

... the old system of story-telling must give way to methods which

appeal to the intelligent interest in the practical problems of life and

faith ... the method of oral instruction by means of question and
answer with ready made statements of the facts such as in catechising

must be replaced by both the search for the facts and the elucidation of
their meaning.

41

This was an indication that some educationalists were finally

beginning to think again about the nature and presentation of
religious education. The previous year the EIS Executive Committee

41
William Wightman, Youth in the New Order: A Survey of Christian

Education in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1942), pp. 50-67.
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had recognised for the first time the need for specialist teachers and

had approached Education Authorities asking them to provide one

fulltime teacher, ‘specially equipped by study temperament, and

disposition’, to undertake religious education in secondary schools.
42

With a new Education (Scotland) Bill now before Parliament the

SJCRE agreed to recommend that provision should be made for

religious education to be taught at any time and that religious

teaching and services of worship in the school should now be linked.

Weekly services were considered helpful in promoting ‘a right

corporate spirit throughout the whole school’. For the first time

parish ministers were to be invited into schools to act ‘not as

supervisors or in an inspectorial capacity but as advisers or

chaplains, sharing with teachers the responsibility for developing the

spiritual welfare of the school and its pupils’.
4

’ This scheme received

the approval and support of county and city education authorities.

Recommendations of Government Groups 1943 to 1946.

In May 1940, shortly after the outbreak of the Second World War,

the Church of Scotland appointed a special Commission for The

Interpretation of God’s Will in the Present Crisis. Chaired by John

Baillie, this commission explored the questions for faith and society

raised by the conflict and observed that:

It is supremely important for any Christian order in society that a

specifically Christian purpose should inspire and permeate education

both in the home and in school. This involves more than securing

periods of religious instruction. It concerns the spirit and purpose

which are to guide the policy of education so that the ends ot Christian

- 44
character and citizenship may be secured.

42
EIS Reports 1941, p. 185, 13 December 1941.

43
Church of Scotland, Report of the Committee on Education, 1943. p. 375.

44
Church of Scotland, Special Committees, 1941, p. 610.
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It would appear that for the Scottish Education Department was

thinking along the same lines with regard to school education and a

number of reports dealing with religious education and citizenship

were published between 1943 and 1946.

In September 1941 the Scottish Council for Research and the

EIS set up a committee on Educational Reconstruction to consider

the organisation and structure of education and of the various subject

areas. This committee’s report on Religious and Moral Education

printed in 1943 took the view that the aim of religious and moral

education was to produce good citizens for whom the Christian faith

was the supreme law of living. The way to secure this end, it was

claimed, was by regular assemblies of pupils for worship,

wholehearted co-operation with the churches and systematic reading

and study of Scripture. Willing and eager teachers trained in the

colleges, the report maintained, were preferable to subject specialist

teachers.
45

In February 1943 the Scottish Education Department issued a

White Paper offering a comprehensive survey of Religious

Instruction - Memorandum with regard to the provision made for
Religious Instruction in the Schools in Scotland. This traced the

development of religious instruction and the contribution of the

churches prior to 1872 and of the school boards up until 1918. It

described the changes brought about by the 1918 Education
(Scotland) Act and the 1929 Local Government (Scotland) Act. It

noted that, except in a few areas in the Highlands, the use of the

Shorter Catechism had been discontinued, but the Bible had retained
its place in schools. It reported that some Education Authorities had
continued to invite clergymen into schools to make formal annual
inspections and to award prizes. The memorandum also clarified the
role of function of the Secretary of State with regard to religious
instruction:

EIS, Report of the Committee on Educational Reconstruction,
(Edinburgh, 1943), p. 3.
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The principle of religious freedom for school managers and for parents

involves the absence of control, direction or regulation of Religious

Instruction by the Secretary of State ... he is prohibited by statute

(1872) from inspecting and from making grants ... the Secretary of

State and the Scottish Education Department refrain from intervention

based on their desire to honour the principle of religious freedom in

letter and in spirit and not a failure to appreciate the importance of

Religious Instruction in any well balanced curriculum.
46

An Advisory Council on Education in Scotland set up in 1942 by

Tom Johnston, Secretary of State for Scotland, produced three

important reports in the latter half of the war all of which had

implications for religious education. One of the advisory council’s

first tasks was to issue a report on ‘Training for Citizenship’.
47
The

paragraph on ‘Religious Teaching’ again emphasised how religious

instruction should contribute to training for citizenship. It

recommended that the provisions of the 1872 Act limiting religious

instruction to the beginning or end of the school day should be

repealed. This would subsequently be achieved by the Education

(Scotland) Act, 1945.
48
The 1942 report was critical of the fact that

religious lessons were often interrupted by details of school

administration. It stipulated that in primary schools one period a day

should be allocated to religious lessons and in secondary schools two

periods a week of 40-45 minutes, and that the practice of holding a

morning service or morning prayers should be universal. It

recommended that the question of a more adequate training for those

teaching religious education should be looked at and was forward

looking in its suggestion that a specialist qualification in religious

education should be considered. This was the first government report

46 Memorandum with regard to the provision made for Religious

Instruction in the Schools in Scotland (1943), p. 16.

47
Training for Citizenship , a report of the Advisory Council on Education

in Scotland 1943-44, Cmd. 6495, pp. 9-1 1.

48
Education (Scotland) Act 1945, sect. 4, chs. 4 & 6.
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to recognise the need for properly qualified religious education

teachers. The council’s views were seen as strengthening and

reaffirming the work of religious education in schools and in

particular in secondary schools and in training colleges.
49

In June

1944 the Church of Scotland Education Committee, taking up the

recommendation made by the Training for Citizenship report,

submitted to the advisory council the proposal that to meet the need

for properly trained religious education teachers there should be

courses in religious education provided in the four universities

which would lead to a degree in Arts with similar courses being

offered at the four teacher training colleges.
50

These

recommendations were subsequently taken up by the advisory

council’s consideration of secondary education.

In February 1943 the Secretary of State remitted to the advisory

council the task of reviewing the provision of secondary education in

Scotland.
51

In the introduction to its remit the council stated that the

war had highlighted the need to extend and reform secondary

education and to adopt a more pupil-centred approach: ‘Christian

education must decisively establish the child as an end in himself,

requiring an approach which is patient, persuasive and at every point

respectful of his growth toward personality’.
52
The report opened its

section on religious instruction with the reminder that ‘worship and
the influence of good men and women pervading the whole life of
the school are spiritual forces for which no formal instruction,

however effective, could ever be a substitute’.
53

At the same time it

reaffirmed the need for suitably qualified teachers stressing that

Church ol Scotland, Report of Committee on Education May 1944
pp.427—428.

Church of Scotland, Minute of Committee on Education 1944 section
17 .

51 Advisory Council on Education in Scotland, Secondary Education (1946
1958), Cmd. 7005.
52

Ibid., p. 6.
53

Ibid., p. 118.
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‘devoutness and good intentions’ were no substitutes for scholarship.

Defects found in the delivery of religious education were due to the

fact that many of the teachers who had been obliged to teach the

subject lacked the necessary conviction or the necessary knowledge

or both.
54

It concluded that the existing course offered in training

colleges was inadequate and it recommended that a year’s course in

Biblical Studies at MA degree standard should be the minimum

requirement with those teaching at senior secondary level holding a

specialist qualification in theology and ethics.

The need for better qualified religious education teachers was

also dealt with in the advisory council’s report on the ‘Training of

Teachers’.
55

This stated that teachers of religion in a secondary

school should be as well qualified as teachers of secular subjects in

order to meet the spiritual and intellectual needs of the scholars.
6
In

line with the thinking of the EIS and the SJCRE this report

considered it better to have teachers qualified to teach religion

together with some other subject or subjects who would thereby

command a greater respect from the pupils and be more integrated

into the cultural life of the school than would teachers who were

specialists in religion only.

In May 1944 the Church of Scotland reiterated its belief that

there should be no prescribed examinations or inspection of religious

knowledge since the aim of religious education was to influence

mind and character, something which could not be achieved purely

by an accumulation of factual knowledge. It was noted, however,

that an inspector had to form an opinion of the quality of the life ol

the school as a whole and in this religious education played an

54
Ibid., p. 563.

55
Scottish Education Department. Training of Teachers. A Report oi the

Advisory Council on Education in Scotland 1945-46, (Cmd. 6723), Part VII

‘Teachers of Religion’.
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Ibid., p. 46.
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important role .’
57

The Free Church, on the other hand, maintained

that the SJCRE underestimated the value of factual knowledge and

the Shorter Catechism as a manual of religious instruction. Indeed

it would appear that it was not easy to dispense altogether with the

catechism. Teachers attending a conference organised by

Renfrewshire County Council suggested that the SJCRE should

produce a Short Doctrinal Statement, a series of lessons on the

Apostles Creed and an edited Shorter Catechism. The SJCRE
eventually agreed that notes should be prepared on the historical

background, content and value of the Shorter Catechism for use in

sixth year.

In the end it could be said that while the advisory council’s

findings and recommendations added credibility to what the SJCRE
and the Church of Scotland had been saying over many years with

regard to time allocation and teacher qualifications, the council

missed out by failing to advocate a religious education national

curriculum taught by specialist teachers and by accepting the popular

conception of it being inappropriate to examine and inspect the

subject. Moreover, the status of the subject was not helped by the

ambivalence that existed regarding the need for specialist teachers.

Even with additional qualifications in religious education teachers

who were specialists in their own field were not happy about
undertaking classes in religious education over and above. The
shortage of teachers during and after the Second World War did not
help. According to John Lloyd, ‘the lack of specialists in areas of the

secondary curriculum ... affected the quality of secondary education
offered in wartime and beyond ’.

59

57
Church of Scotland, Report of the Committee on Education, May 1944,

pp. 430-1.

^
Scotsman

, 8 March 1945, Report on Free Church General Assembly.
John Lloyd, ‘Scottish Education, Social Change and Educational Reform

in the Second World War’, in Scottish Life and Society, A Compendium of
Scottish Ethnology

, (ed.) H. Holmes, vol. 1
1
(East Lothian, 2000), p. 503.
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The Final Years of Religious Instruction

The joint committee now saw itself as the body responsible for

religious education in Scotland and in November 1949 it was

decided that it would be called The Scottish Joint Committee on

Religious Education, the ‘SJCRE’. Its membership by this time

included principal lecturers in Religious Education in the teacher

training colleges, representatives of the Associations of County

Councils and City Councils, and the recently admitted Society of

Friends. In its support of teachers the SJCRE continued to revise and

publish the appropriate Old Testament and New Testament

syllabuses for use in primary and secondary schools and from 1950

it organised national and regional conferences to which were invited

a representation of those involved in the delivery of religious

education, teachers, school chaplains, and education committees. A
pilot conference was held at Dunblane and this was followed by a

conference in the summer of 1950 at St Andrews and in October

1950 at Bridge of Allan. At these conference teachers had an

opportunity to share problems and to discuss the syllabuses and how

religious education could be made more effective. The academic

input into these courses was considerable and involved staff from the

divinity faculties in the four universities. By 1949 teachers could

attend lectures in biblical studies at the Universities of Glasgow,

Edinburgh and Aberdeen and the National Committee for Training

of Teachers made provision for the award of two diplomas in

Religious Education in connection with these courses in biblical

studies.

Using the syllabuses and teaching materials prepared by the

SJCRE was at the discretion of the teacher but since there were no

external examinations or inspections by government inspectors there

was no uniformity as to resources used. Teachers who were not
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specialists were slow to move from the narrow idea of ‘religious

instruction’ with its emphasis on factual knowledge, learning what to

believe and what behaviour was correct, to the broader idea of

‘religious education’ with its emphasis on learning how to think,

learning about belief, and how to deal with moral issues. The

importance of the latter approach was recognised in 1960 by the

SJCRE in its ‘Experimental Syllabus for Secondary Schools’ where

the introduction reminded teachers that discussion in which the pupil

was allowed to think and express his reactions to a lesson, was to be

regarded as perhaps the most important part of the presentation.
611

This particular syllabus, by including questions for discussion,

pointed the way forward for a new religious education methodology.

Teachers, however, were reluctant to take this pupil-centred

approach whereby pupils were given information and then

encouraged to make up their own minds. ‘Enlightenment rather than

conversion, understanding rather than discipleship’, should have

been the aims of the school, but it was easier for teachers not trained

in religious education to pass on facts about the Bible than to admit

to uncertainty.
61

The report on the training of teachers emphasising as it did the

requirement for academic qualifications and specialised skills for

teachers involved in religious education, had highlighted the need

for a clearer definition of religious education and its aims. The
SJCRE continued to emphasise the importance of holding

assemblies for worship believing that secondary schools were likely

to neglect these where headmasters found it too difficult to make
time tor two periods of religious education per week and also time
for assemblies.

6
“ This policy of associating times of worship with

religious education had long been advocated but by the 1950s it was
likely to prove a hindrance to the status and development of

2
SJCRE, An Experimental Syllabusfor Secondary Schools , 1 960, p. ix.

Religious Education, Report of a Committee of the Scottish Secondary
Teachers’ Association, SSTA Publication No. 19, April 1969.
62

EIS Annual Reports 1951, p. 309. 24 February 1951.
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religious education. Times of worship in school did give pupils the

opportunity to experience some aspects of Christian faith and

practice at a time when fewer families were attending church, the

danger was that it would be regarded as an easy option and as a

substitute for helping young people tackle moral questions and

explore their own beliefs and the beliefs of others. In the aftermath

of the Second World War, moreover, with all the moral and

theological questions it had raised and with the increasing

understanding of the implications of biblical criticism in what was

fast becoming a pluralist society, more and more teachers began to

have doubts about their own beliefs. Recognising their own

uncertainty not only made teachers feel inadequate to teach what

was now a more demanding and specialised subject, but they were

less likely to participate meaningfully in worship. Few were keen to

be involved with a subject that had no official status in the

curriculum. It is not surprising that in a highly competitive society

importance was given to subjects that had material value in a

student’s career at the expense of a subject which had merit only on

paper.

The disappearance of religious education from the secondary

school timetable was now seen as a distinct possibility by a number

of observers. Addressing a conference in Dunblane in 1955 the

Director of Education for Fife, Douglas M. McIntosh, reminded his

audience of how the Church of Scotland was steadily losing its

power and appeal. He highlighted the questioning of religion in an

increasingly secular society and the effect this had on teachers.

According to McIntosh, ‘in order to teach religious education

effectively, the teacher must have religious convictions, knowledge

of the Bible, and skill in teaching the subject’.
61

In spite of the support of religious education given by the

SJCRE and the Church of Scotland, the teaching of religious

63
Douglas M. McIntosh in Report of 1955 (Dunblane) Conference on

Religious Education in Schools.
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education became less and less credible and by the mid-1950s there

was an increasing possibility that it might disappear altogether from

the secondary school timetable. Addressing a teachers conference in

1959 W. F. Arbuckle, Secretary to the Scottish Education

Department, conceded that ‘the absence of other sanctions or

compulsions had made the place of religious education in our

schools dependent largely on use and wont, not perhaps the most

reliable foundation in an age of rapid change’. In 1961 the

Presbyteries of Stranraer and Wigton informed the General

Assembly that in some schools in their district there was no

provision for religious education. It is surely no coincidence that the

difficulties faced by those attempting to retain religious instruction

increased during a period Callum G. Brown has described as

initiating ‘The Death of Christian Britain’. Brown explains, ‘really

quite suddenly in 1963, something very profound ruptured the

character of the nation and its people, sending organised Christianity

on a downward spiral to the margins of social significance’.
64

There were now representatives of nine church denominations

on the SJCRE and the traditional and conservative nature of the

materials published reflected the evangelical approach of several of

these churches. Teachers continued to point out that often religious

education was too much like Sunday school instruction in its

approach.
65

The Church of Scotland for its part complained that in

the textbooks used there was a reluctance to deal openly with the

results of biblical criticism and that serious questions were being

glossed over. It believed that there was a need for the SJCRE to

produce up-to-date textbooks on theology and ethics and church

history to assist teachers at all levels. The colleges of education and

the Church of Scotland were now convinced that religious education

should be examined and inspected like any other subject, but there

Callum G. Brown, The Death of Christian Britain (London and New
York, 2001), p. 1

.

Church of Scotland, Report of the Committee on Education on a

Conference for Chaplains held in Craigie College, 1968, p. 661.
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was still a strong body of opinion which claimed that there were not

enough specialist teachers to prepare pupils for examinations and

that external examinations might detract from the importance of

worship and the character building aspect of the subject.

Nevertheless by the early 1960s there were a number of specialist

religious education teachers for example in Kirkcaldy High School

and Bellahouston Academy, Glasgow and James Gillespie’s High

School for Girls, Edinburgh. By 1960 Scottish pupils were sitting the

University of London GCE in Religious Knowledge and in 1966 the

EIS accepted the Church of Scotland’s proposal that provision could

be made in fifth and sixth year classes for courses in the new subject

of Biblical Studies leading to presentation for the Scottish Certificate

of Education without prejudice to religious instruction being given

to the whole school. In spite of this religious education continued to

be a much neglected subject in the secondary sector and the Scottish

Education Department remained reluctant about introducing any

examination of religious studies. In 1969 a committee of the Scottish

Secondary Teachers’ Association commented in its report: ‘This

state of affairs is not new. Certainly it is little worse than 30 years

ago when the Religious Education period was used for anything

from Religious Education to doing one’s homework and the ultimate

punishment was writing out Psalm 1 19’.
66

Recognising the parlous situation the SJCRE along with

ATRESSS (the Association of Teachers of Religious Education in

Scottish Secondary Schools formed in 1962) and the Church ot

Scotland Education Committee made representations to William

(Willie) Ross, Secretary of State for Scotland, that he should

establish a special ad hoc committee to carry out a wide-ranging

examination of the problem. In 1968, a committee under the

chairmanship of W. Malcolm Millar, Professor of Mental Health at

the University of Aberdeen, was set up to examine and report on

66
Religious Education ,

Report of a Committee of the Scottish Secondary

Teachers’ Association, 1969.
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Religious and Moral Education in Scotland, ‘while making it clear

that no change was contemplated in the statutory exclusion of the

Secretary of State from responsibility for religious education in

schools’.
67 As a result of the conclusions and recommendations of

this committee a new era of Religious Education and Religious

Studies opened up. Religious Education would now be judged on the

strength of its educational contribution. The first ‘O’ Grade

examinations were held in 1984.

Conclusion

The process of moving from confessional religious instruction to

non-confessional religious education was lengthy. It was thanks to

the friendly cooperation and trust of churches and schools in the

SJCRE and the courses provided by the universities and the training

colleges that it was finally achieved. The Scottish Secondary

Teachers’ Association believed that eventually the influence of the

Scottish Joint Committee was weakened by the fact that too few

teachers’ organisations were represented on it. Apart from one

member of ATRESSS, only the EIS had representation of teachers

and often these were primary school teachers. This meant that often

the views of the churches prevailed. Nevertheless, small but

important changes were made particularly with regard to the aims of

religious education. For example a teachers’ conference held in 1959

at Bridge of Allan concluded that the aims of religious education

were to bring the child to acknowledge the right of Christ to guide
his entire life, to inculcate a love of the Bible and to train children in

the habits of reverence by worship and prayer. Four years later in the

Church of Scotland’s Education Committee’s report to the General
Assembly in 1963 the confessional aims had been dropped and the

Scottish Education Department, A' Report of the Secretary of State for
Scotland 1969’, Cmnd. 3949, pp. 1, 33.
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emphasis put on helping pupils to understand the Christian faith and

to apply Christian moral standards to their personal life.
6*

For secondary classes a series of study outlines were published

in 1968 by the SJCRE entitled A Second Experimental Syllabus for

Secondary Schools. This had as its theme ‘What happens in Church’.

It allowed ample opportunity for questions and discussion and was

less prescriptive. Whereas in 1949 the SJCRE had issued a booklet

on ‘Graces’ to be used at school meals, this new syllabus described

and discussed the nature of prayer without actually encouraging

pupils to pray.
69

In order to encourage teachers to explore the deeper

significance of Bible stories, Jordanhill College provided lectures for

use in conjunction with the primary school syllabus and a special

course on the problems of Christian belief to meet the needs of

graduates who did not feel ready to accept the basic assumptions on

which Scripture teaching was based.

In 1996 the SJCRE changed its constitution and invited

representatives from the nation’s other faith communities to join it,

in recognition of the multi-cultural nature of contemporary Scottish

society. It also incorporated moral education in its title to reflect the

increased concern with this area of the curriculum. Today the

SJCRME continues to organise conferences to support teachers

involved with religious education and religious studies in the

Curriculum for Excellence.

Edinburgh
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